
ROVING AND 
INSTALLATION  

CIRQUE 
ENTERTAINMENT





HAND BALANCE  
AND CONTORTION

One of our most common 
performance installations is 
Hand Balance Contortion. 
Beautiful and graceful this 
incredible art is mastered by 
very few, highly skilled 
performers.  

Roving or installation spots 
are only possible for 30 
mins at a time and are 
priced at $950+gst per 
performer. 



ADAGIO AND ACROBATICS 
Adagio, hand to hand, balance acrobatics and trio acro are 
all ways to describe the art of balancing people on people. 
Usually performed as a couple this is the same as hand 
balance contortion in that it’s only possible for 30 minute 
stints. Roving or installation can be performed in any style 
and we’re always happy to incorporate your events theme 
or branding into the theatrics around the skill.  Performers 
are valued at $950+gst per 30 minute slot. 





MANIPULATION  
SKILLS

Manipulation skills include; Hula Hoops, 
Juggling, Cigar boxes, Diabolo, Chin 
Balancing, Poi Twirling, Plate Spinning and 
Crystal Ball.  

As a roving or installation act these are 
fun and lively, bringing some nice speedy 
movement to the room.  

All are priced by the ‘performance hour’ 
which includes 15 minutes break and 
range between $400+gst and $700+gst 
depending on the performer and the skill.  

Some performers are capable of character 
work and audience interaction. Working 
these skills in synchronisation with 
multiple performers is a super cool look. 
Most of these skills can be performed 
with LED props.  



EQUILIBRISTICS 
aka balance skills
The art of balancing on things takes 
many long hours of dedication to 
achieve even the most basic result. 

Equilibristics includes bottle walking, 
chair stacking, unicycle, ladder walking, 
slackline, teeterboard and Russian bar.  

These again are only possible for 20 - 30 
minute slots (depending on the 
performer) and have a maxim of 3 slots 
per night.  

These skills are valued at $950+gst per 
slot but please note that slackline, 
teeterboard and Russian Bar have 
additional transport and set-up costs. 



AERIAL INSTALLATIONS
Aerial Installations are a beautiful way of creating 
opulence and elegance on entering a room. Like living 
chandeliers the gorgeous performers move slowly and 
luxuriously so they can be up there for and extended 
period of time.  

Aerial Installations must begin moments before audience 
entry and most performers have a limit of 20 minutes in 
the air for obvious safety reasons.  

Installations can be performed on any aerial apparatus 
and selected apparatus can be performed as a duo 
installation; Lyra, Trapeze, Aerial Chair, Birdcage, Umbrella 
etc.  

Aerial installations are valued at $1350+gst per performer. 
When motors are required to raise and lower performers 
in the space this cost is additional. Please note that a few 
performers are able to do 30 minutes but the extra 10min 
is an additional $300+gst and not all performers are 
capable of this. 







STILT WALKERS

SKILLED STILT WALKERS

Stilt Walkers are universally loved by audiences 
everywhere and when the look is right for the 
event they can be extremely effective.  Stilt 

Walkers are $350+gst per ‘performance hour’ per 
performer. Unique or commissioned costume 

work is additional but we do have a decent range 
of colours and looks. 

Not that Stilt Walking isn’t a skill in itself but 
we have some super skilled stilt walkers who 
can do duo and trio acrobatic work, dance and 
contortion on normal stilts and forward and 
backward flips on bouncy stilts! As roving 
entertainment these skilled stilt walkers are 
valued at $850+gst per performance hour, and 
please note that adagio , trio adagio and dance  
require tow or three people. 





FIRE PERFORMANCE

Fire Performance includes a range of object 
manipulations skills as well as ‘contact fire’, fire 
eating and of course fire breathing.  Fans, poi, hula 
hoop, and staff all have a big impact on any space, 
Contact fire work including fire palms and fire 
contortion work are designed to be more intimate, 
and close quarters. Fire eating and breathing are in 
a class of their own due to the highly skilled nature 
of them.  

Fire Fans and Hula Hoop are valued at $550+gst 
per performance hour.  
Fire Poi and Staff are valued at $650+gst per 
performance hour.  
Contact fire and fire contortion are valued at 
$950+gst per 30 min slot.  
Fire Eating and Fire Breathing are $1350+gst to be 
performed intermittently throughout an hour 





WEIRD AND  
WONDERFUL

We love to come up with intensely 
interesting, theatrical, weird and 

wonderful ways of delivering our unique 
performance possibilities. We’re always 
open to new apparatus (for example we 
now won 3 hoverboards and have 
acrobats who can handstand on them) 
and creating ways to incorporate your 
brand ideas or messages into our work. 
Please don’t hesitate to pick up the phone 
and discuss your idea with any member of 

The Dust Palace team!  


